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The night when the rogue knights killed my family and torched our town, I fled. I scrambled up the Spires of Dasny, even though I knew it once was a haven for dragons and the old Dragon Riders School. The ground thundered. I trembled in the small niche tucked into the mountain. Had the knights returned? I caught my
breath as an enormous green eye peered in. A dragon!I awoke in a deep, dark cavern. Staring at me through one opened eye lay a huge black dragon. I had been taught the stories of the dragons, of the days long ago when they ruled the sky and searched for their riders, but this wasn't at all what I had been taught. Why was I
there? Suddenly, pressure built up in my head. My eyes sprung wide in fear and... I heard him.What happens when three dragon riders come together as told in the prophecy? The Blind, the Healer and the Magician...There are secrets to be uncovered, but only if Seyra is brave enough. Discover the intriguing lives of the brash
young Seyra and Dreyth, the one who rescues her--or is it she who rescues him? *I loved this story. It had shades of Anne McCaffery to it - and I loved her books.**This was amazing. I loved this line because it says so much. "One dragon eye slowly opened. It is possible. Sleep now. Sleep heals all things. We will talk later." This has
the beginnings of something grand. So good.* *I thought of Anne McCaffrey while reading, so the author must be doing something right. I liked the way you gave us all the information we needed without it feeling like an information dump. The section on the dragon riders felt natural.*
Updated for the first time in a decade, a deluxe, three-volume encyclopedia covers the entire Star Wars universe, including everything having to do with the six films, radio dramas, books, comics, video games, and more, with information on the characters, production, special effects, chronology, and the like, all enhanced with fullcolor illustrations.
A boy helps an injured crane, that then returns in human form to weave silk and save the boy and his father from poverty. Adapted from Japanese folktales and told in alternating prose and haiku.
A Prophecy. A Powerful Sword. A Reluctant Wizard. Wizards and magic have long been looked down upon in the Realm. So what happens when you find out you’re a wizard? Darius San Williams, son of one of King Edward's councilors, cares little for his father's politics and vows to leave the city of Anikari to protect and
bring glory to the Realm. But when a new-found and ancient magic emerges within him, he and his friends Christine and Kelln are faced with decisions that could shatter or fulfill the prophecy and the lives of all those they know. Trying to escape fate, Darius learns that no matter where he goes, prophecy and destiny are waiting to
find him. If you love magic, sword & Sorcery, wizards, and epic fantasy don’t miss this first book in The Cremelino Prophecy-- and discover what remarkable destiny awaits Darius.
The Spires of Dasny
The Stillwater Project
Fine Print, Volume 1
The Complete Star Wars Encyclopedia: P-Z
Dragon Riders School
Shattered Sword

Aurianna spent her life fighting. It was her calling, her purpose, and her greatest glory. If only it were so easy to fight fate.A sacrifice intended to save his greatest acolyte transforms Matthias into the very monster he once fought against. Aurianna's
attempt to kill him, and therefore free him from his infernal enslavement, dooms her to his fate.The demon within Matthias hungers to possess and corrupt Aurianna, tempting him with his own deepest, darkest desires. But when he refuses to give into
his lust, she knows there is still goodness in him, and that freeing him from his demon is the only way to safeguard her own soul.Through Aurianna, the goddess he abandoned offers Matthias one chance at salvation and freedom.He must save her.To
Betray a Master contains explicit content and mature themes that may be upsetting to some people. Reader discretion is advised.
High-born Agathea Flamma intends to bring honor to her family by following in her brothers' footsteps and taking her rightful place as a Dragon Rider. With her only other option being marriage, Thea will not accept failure. She's not thrilled at her
awkward, scruffy partner, Seb, but their dragon has chosen, and now the unlikely duo must learn to work as a team. Seventeen-year-old Sebastian has long been ashamed of his drunken father and poor upbringing, but then he's chosen to train as a
Dragon Rider at the prestigious academy. Thrust into a world where he doesn't fit in, Seb finds a connection with his dragon that is even more powerful than he imagined. Soon, he's doing all he can to succeed and not embarrass his new partner,
Thea. When Seb hears rumors that an old danger is reemerging, he and Thea begin to investigate. Armed only with their determination and the dragon they both ride, Thea and Seb may be the only defense against the Darkening that threatens to
sweep the land. Together, they will have to learn to work together to save their kingdom...or die trying.
How much wizard power is too much?Some people are born with magical powers. Others are not. It's that simple.This follow-up series to the Alaris Chronicles can be read afterwards or as a stand-alone series. Roland Tyre, High Wizard of the Citadel,
has always wanted to be the most powerful wizard in the land and adored by all. But there is already someone else that vies for that title - Bakari, the Dragon King; one of his best friends.While Bakari and the dragon riders race off to find the lost
dragon artifacts and the mythical golden dragon, Roland discovers his own magical artifact that gives him the opportunity to increase his own powers and influence in the land.Can friendships survive greed for power? And who will emerge as the most
powerful wizard in the land?A grand adventure awaits with powerful wizards, kidnappings, traitors, kingdoms changing hands, and of course dragons and other magical creatures.
Dragons can be dangerous … … if you don’t bond with them first. Eldwin wants to follow in his father’s footsteps and become a Dragon Guard, but not for the glory. With his family dead and their lands dying, the opportunity to join the dragon rider
school is all he has. But before Eldwin can bond with a dragon and guard the skies, he must pass three tests to prove his worth. Compassion, magical aptitude, and armed combat. He’s determined to pass, but his maimed arm is a constant reminder of
his disadvantage. Will the obstacles Eldwin faces keep him from reaching his dreams, or will he finally see what it’s like to ride the skies? Fans of Sarah K.L. Wilson’s Dragon School, Christopher Paolini’s Eragon and Anne McCaffrey’s Dragon Riders of
Pern will feel right at home. Trial by Sorcery is the first episode of the series Dragon Riders of Osnen.
Across the Fourwinds
A LitRPG Adventure
Book One of the Sevenwaters Trilogy
The Dragon King
The Crane Girl
X-Men
How do you deal with a broken heart? Junk food? Excessive drinks? Dubious contracts with ancient gods? When it comes to Lauren Thomas, the queen of bad decisions, the answer is always the worst possible choice. She finds herself in a rare opportunity to have her broken
heart patched up by the highest rated god of desire. The problem is, it's a contested title. Join us in this tale of gods and mortals, love lust and death and one woman's bad choice that starts it all with a simple bite on a golden apple.
The strategic general Drusus is entrusted with the mission of bringing the indomitable barbarians of Germania under the Roman Empire's control. Once the battle is won, Prince Sigmar offers his son, Arminius, as a hostage to the Romans. Caesar consigns the education of the
young barbarian to one of his most trusted companions, Titus Valerius Falco. Titus has a son of the same age as Arminius, an unruly young man called Marcus, also in need of an education worthy of his name. Together, these two budding soldiers go through full training, and
are time and again subjected to the steely discipline and harsh tests of their tutor, an ex-legionary. Through these trying experiences, the insolent young Roman and the hot-headed German gradually transform their reciprocal hatred into a strong friendship... especially as they
begin to discover the irresistible charms of their various female contemporaries...
Over the last three decades, several film production companies have held the rights to make a Doctor Who movie. To this day, intense speculation surrounds the details of these unmade productions. Here, for the first time, is an in-depth exploration of the Doctor Who films that
almost were, including detailed synopses and extracts from the scripts themselves, interviews with the writers, behind-the-scenes articles explaining how these productions came to be, why the contemplated films were never shot, and the role played by stars such as Leonard
Nimoy and Steven Spielberg. “The Nth Doctor is a lot of fun̶by showing the process of how Doctor Who might have started again, we can get a lot of insight about why it is one of our favorite programs.” ̶Michael Lee, Minnesota Doctor Who Information List “I really enjoyed
this look at what Doctor Who might have been. The Nth Doctor is a nice addition to the range of non-fiction Who and covers an area about which little was previously known.” ̶David Howe, Howeʼs Who
This comprehensive guide to the Star Wars series of films follows on from the re-release of the first three films. Everything from the smugglers' spaceport on Abregado-Rae and technical explanations of the Millennium Falcon's acceleration compensator is covered.
The Nth Doctor
The Dragon Riders of Eryieth
Daughter of the Forest
Broken by Magic
The Golden Dragon
Season One
Collecting Steve Rogers: Super-Soldier #1-4, Captain America Comics #1. Originally a 90-pound weakling from New York City's Lower East Side, Steve Rogers was transformed into Captain America by the
legendary Super-Soldier serum - shortly before the formula was lost, seemingly forever. But now, years later, the grandson of the treatment's creator has rediscovered the serum and plans to sell it to the
highest bidder. Suddenly, Rogers is confronted with the possibility of a world overrun by Super-Soldiers, in which any despot willing to pony up the cash could have his very own unstoppable army. Can
Rogers prevent the formula from changing hands before it's too late?
How well do you know the story of the real King Richard III? Read Books 1 and 2 of the best-selling 'Order of the White Boar' sequence together for the first time.Twelve-year-old Matthew Wansford has
always longed to be a knight. His chance comes in the golden summer of 1482 when he arrives at Middleham Castle, home of King Edward IV's brother, Richard, Duke of Gloucester - valiant warrior, loyal
brother, loving father, good master.With new-found friends Alys, Roger and Edward, the Duke's only son, he forges a secret knightly fellowship, the Order of the White Boar. They swear an oath of lifelong
loyalty - to each other and to their good lord, Duke Richard.But these are not times to play at war. Soon Matt and his friends will be plunged into the deadly games of the Wars of the Roses. Will their
loyalty be tested as the storm looms on the horizon?For readers of all ages from 10 to adult, 'The Order of the White Boar' and 'The King's Man' tell the exciting adventures of Matt and his friends in the
months leading up to the momentous 'Year of the Three Kings' of 1483, and then through to the fateful summer of 1485 - and beyond...Coming soon, in 2021, 'King in Waiting', the third book in the 'Order of
the White Boar' sequencePraise for 'The Order of the White Boar' and 'The King's Man''A wonderful work of historical fiction . . . altogether a very enjoyable book for both children and adults.' Isabel
Green, 'Ricardian Bulletin' of the Richard III Society'This engaging and exciting story has the power to captivate readers of any age . . . extremely well researched and a pleasure to read.' Wendy
Johnson, member of the Looking for Richard Project'A really gripping historical novel . . . well written, vivid and absorbing.' E. Flanagan, author of 'Eden Summer''Exciting and appealing, accurate and
well-researched . . . I can honestly see this becoming a classic.' Joanne R. Larner, author of 'Richard Liveth Yet''A book full of action, heart, fire and hope. A cracking read, and I highly recommend
it.' Narrelle M. Harris, author of 'Kitty & Cadaver''Finally! A book that has been written for a younger audience, which brings to life, through the eyes of a young boy, the just and fair leader that
Richard III truly was.' Richard III's Loyal Supporters
Most high school grads hold a world of opportunity in their hands. Will and Morgan hold the fate of two worlds. Since his mother's tragic accident, Will Owens has been a loner. And for good reason: he
claims to see dark creatures emerging from the forest near his home. Ostracism is a way of life until he meets Morgan Finley, a fencing champion with everything going for her--except a dark family secret.
In pursuit of answers, these unlikely friends enter the forest and discover a magical kingdom threatened by a powerful enemy. When a young sage reveals their true identities, Will and Morgan join a small
but courageous resistance on a quest to save the Fourwinds. Can friendship and hope stop the swelling tide of destruction from breaching the portal into our world?
The fate of a kingdom rests on the shoulders of three young wizards who couldn't be more different. Bakari is a brilliant scholar wizard who's more at home in a library than a battlefield. Alli is a
beautiful young battle wizard who's grace in battle is both enchanting and deadly. Roland is a counselor wizard with a seemingly limitless depth of untapped power -- and the ego to match it. As the
magical barrier protecting the kingdom of Alaris from dangerous outsiders begins to fail, and a fomenting rebellion threatens to divide the country in a civil war, the three wizards are thrust into the
middle of a power struggle. When the barrier comes down, the truth comes out. Was everything they were taught about their kingdom based on a lie? Will they all choose to fight on the same side, or end up
enemies in the battle over who should rule Alaris?
Steve Rogers
Wonder Woman (2016-) #12
To Betray a Master
The Path Of Decisions
Twelve Years a Slave
No One Needed to Know
The Fourwinds needs a hero, but the final battle is too great for just one. When Will and Morgan first travelled from our world to the Fourwinds, they never imagined they would become humanity's best hope
for survival. They've overcome incredible odds and helped win important battles. Now, they have reunited with their friends in the Rainia Valley to stand against the Iron Dragon as his powerful contagion
poisons the land. A chance encounter exposes a weakness in their defenses, and the protectors of the Fourwinds decide to confront the enemy on his turf. The security of the last haven in the land depends
upon a bold choice to venture into the one place no one wants to go: the mysterious Maidstone tower. The journey will uncover secrets beyond anyone's imagination. It will test the strength of love and
friendship. It will change everything for Will and Morgan. But it might be the only way to preserve life in the Fourwinds. Into the Maidstone is the third book in the Maidstone Chronicles trilogy, an
action-packed fantasy series for teens and young-at-heart readers. If you've followed this epic adventure so far, you'll want to read this thrilling conclusion.
Fresh off their victory over Graves and his followers, Marcus and his friends have managed to enjoy a few weeks of relative calm and peace as they continue to build Aldford, preparing the town for a new
wave of settlers coming from Eberia. But as the days wear on with no new arrivals in sight, they begin to fear the worse, eventually setting out to search for their promised reinforcements and soon
realizing that they weren't as alone on the frontier as they thought they were. Just managing to rescue a caravan of settlers in the nick of time from a horde of bandits, Marcus and the rest of Virtus
barely have a chance to catch their breath before they find themselves thrust into the middle of Eberian politics, revealing a plot that threatens to not only take away their hard-won independence. But to
destroy Aldford completely.
“YEAR ONE” part five! The threat is named, and now Wonder Woman and her new allies must rise to meet the coming darkness.
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a free State—and having at the end of that time been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained,
until happily rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and fortunes would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
Trial by Sorcery
TruthStone
A Portal Fantasy Quest
'The Flow of Power' Book 1
Dragon Chosen
An Etymological Dictionary of the French Language
How much wizard power is too much? Some people are born with magical powers. Others are not. It's that simple. Roland Tyre, High Wizard of the Citadel, has always wanted to be the most powerful wizard in the land and adored by all. But there is already someone else that vies for that title - Bakari,
the Dragon King; one of his best friends. While Bakari and the dragon riders race off to find the lost dragon artifacts and the mythical golden dragon, Roland discovers his own magical artifact that gives him the opportunity to increase his own powers and influence in the land. Can friendships survive
greed for power? And who will emerge as the most powerful wizard in the land? A grand adventure awaits with powerful wizards, kidnappings, traitors, kingdoms changing hands, and of course dragons and other magical creatures. Is the Golden Dragon real and if so, who will find him first?
Evalina Voll is a simple farm girl who dreams of one day becoming a dragon rider. The only problem is there hasn't been a female dragon rider chosen in almost fifty years. One day, a rare red-and-black dragon is found injured in a meadow near her home. The events that follow propel Evalina on an
adventure of a lifetime. Evalina finds herself far from home in King's Citadel, training to be a dragon rider. Whispers of a dark prophecy puts Evalina and the land of Eryieth at great risk. A seer's prophecy marked the choosing of the next female dragon rider with the return of an ancient evil to the land.
Entrusted with a great secret, Evalina embarks on an adventurous quest to locate a mythical amulet that can either save or destroy Eryieth.
Seventeen-year old Skylet never chose to be adopted into a family with a dragon and a sorceress as her surrogate parents. Yet, it is the family she has. Her life in the mountains of Mysteya is relatively peaceful until it is threatened by a mysterious Dragonhunter bent on revenge. Is his arrival a coincidence?
Skylet doesn't think so. Now she must face her feelings about the disappearance of her brother, and search the depths of herself to learn what it means to forgive...a task that will shake her to the very core.
A broke gamer. A deadly online world. Can Dahlia level up fast enough to keep the debt collectors at bay?Dahlia has to pay off her dead father's bills or risk her life in the lithium mines. Which... no thank you. Besides, the world is run by tech, and this gamer girl is determined to explore the virtual world
her father was so obsessed with and get rich while she's at it. So, she sells everything and rents a premium VR pod to play Eternal Online. Enter the toughest realm available? Check.Discover the fastest way to loot without dying?... in progress. But when Dahlia finds an epic quest chain that others have
overlooked, she thinks she's struck gold. What she doesn't expect is to make friends with two deadly warriors and one powerful creature, or find a world boss gunning for them all. Experience the start of an Epic LitRPG adventure perfect for fans of Travis Bagwell, Carrie Summers, Outspan Foster.Also
available on Audible, narrated by Andrea Parsneau (The Wandering Inn, Swing Shift).
Super-Soldier
Dragon Legends
The Legend of Oescienne
The Dragon Orb
The King's Man
An Epic Fantasy Adventure
How well do you know the story of the real King Richard III? It's April 1483, and the death of his brother King Edward IV has turned the life of Richard, Duke of Gloucester upside down, and with it that of his 13-yearold page Matthew Wansford. Banished from Middleham Castle and his friends, Matt must make a new life for himself alone in London. But danger and intrigue lie in wait on the road as he rides south with Duke
Richard to meet the new boy king, Edward V - and new challenges and old enemies confront them in the city. As the Year of the Three Kings unfolds - and plots, rebellions, rumours, death and battles come fast one
upon the other - Matt must decide where his loyalties lie. What will the future bring for him, his friends and his much-loved master? And can Matt and the Order of the White Boar heed their King's call on the day of
his greatest need? 'The King's Man', the eagerly awaited sequel to 'The Order of the White Boar', continues the story of Richard Plantagenet for readers aged 10 to 110. Praise for The Order of the White Boar 'A
wonderful work of historical fiction . . . altogether a very enjoyable book for both children and adults.' Isabel Green, 'Ricardian Bulletin' of the Richard III Society 'This engaging and exciting story has the power to
captivate readers of any age . . . extremely well researched and a pleasure to read.' Wendy Johnson, member of the Looking for Richard Project 'A really gripping historical novel . . . well written, vivid and absorbing.' E.
Flanagan, author of 'Eden Summer' 'Exciting and appealing, accurate and well-researched . . . I can honestly see this becoming a classic.' Joanne R. Larner, author of 'Richard Liveth Yet' 'Finally! A book that has been
written for a younger audience, which brings to life, through the eyes of a young boy, the just and fair leader that Richard III truly was.' Richard III's Loyal Supporters
A year has passed since the Tanaan dragon Jaax and his human ward, Jahrra, came to live within the protected boundaries of Lidien, the great City of Light. But even the safest places in Ethöes can harbor enemies, and
one cannot hide from one’s fate forever. At the onset of yet another departure, Jahrra realizes there is more to this next step in her journey than she previously thought.
Welcome to the X-Men's first year - hope you survive the experience! Professor Charles Xavier has recruited five of the most powerful mutants he's ever seen, in order to save a world that hates and fears them. But
there's only one problem - they're teenagers who have to survive hormones and uncontrollable super-powers, all while fighting for their very lives. So right now's the perfect time for Magneto & the Brotherhood of Evil
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Mutants, along with the Sentinels, Unus the Untouchable and more to make their bids for control of the world, right? The first class of X-Men are forged in the fires of combat in ways you've never seen before. You
only think you know the story!
Bounty hunter on medieval planet required. Popular quest, sells fast, book early to avoid disappointment. No experience necessary. That was basically how the ad enticed Troy Cooper into signing up for The Stillwater
Project, Earth’s finest – and only – purveyor of portal vacations. In his head, of course, nothing could possibly go wrong; he played Fantasy VR games all the time, so the real thing was surely just a natural progression
of that. A chance to level-up, even. A long weekend away, on a medieval planet, kicking butt and drinking ale. No big deal. And besides, portal tourism was an actual thing these days – with billboards and everything –
so it had to be safe, right? Well, as it turns out, not so much. Because one of the things Troy didn’t really consider was the fact that portal quests are absolutely not the same as playing online games. Not by a long
shot, in fact. No second chances, no respawning at the start of a level, and definitely no Invincibility spells to conveniently get his backside out of trouble at the last possible second. Just a very real chance of death.
Permanent death. Oh, and a couple of the other things he didn’t consider? Firstly, his online avatar might have ninja-skills, but his real-life body is just a little too out-of-shape to be a bounty hunter. And secondly, ale
doesn’t really taste that great. So, join Troy and his gaming friends as they step through the portal for their first – and possibly last – adventure on magical Vangura, where everything that happens along the way may –
or may not – be part of the quest they paid for. And remember, when it comes to being a bounty hunter on a medieval planet, it doesn’t really matter what the billboards say… …there’s no such thing as no experience
necessary! The Stillwater Project is a standalone story set in the world of the Portal Hunter Chronicles, an original new series that’s perfect for fans of Westworld, Game of Thrones and Stargate.
The Ascending
Dragon Trials
The Path Of Peace
Star Wars Encyclopedia
His Redemption
Into the Maidstone
Daughter of the Forest is a testimony to an incredible author's talent, a first novel and the beginning of a trilogy like no other: a mixture of history and fantasy, myth and magic, legend and love. Lord Colum of
Sevenwaters is blessed with six sons: Liam, a natural leader; Diarmid, with his passion for adventure; twins Cormack and Conor, each with a different calling; rebellious Finbar, grown old before his time by his gift of
the Sight; and the young, compassionate Padriac. But it is Sorcha, the seventh child and only daughter, who alone is destined to defend her family and protect her land from the Britons and the clan known as Northwoods.
For her father has been bewitched, and her brothers bound by a spell that only Sorcha can lift. To reclaim the lives of her brothers, Sorcha leaves the only safe place she has ever known, and embarks on a journey filled
with pain, loss, and terror. When she is kidnapped by enemy forces and taken to a foreign land, it seems that there will be no way for her to break the spell that condemns all that she loves. But magic knows no
boundaries, and Sorcha will have to choose between the life she has always known and a love that comes only once. Juliet Marillier is a rare talent, a writer who can imbue her characters and her story with such warmth,
such heart, that no reader can come away from her work untouched. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Even before our heroes discovered a portal to other realms, Jak Freedar wanted to seek out powerful allies to help overthrow the tyrannical wizard rulers of his home world. Instead, he chanced across a dragon egg and is
now the surrogate father of a hatchling. Since he found the egg, taking care of the young dragon is his responsibility. Even as King Uthari forces the team to prepare for another mission, Jak must do his best not only to
care for the hatchling but to keep it safe from those who want to use it for their own gain. As he soon learns, it's not only the wizards of his own world who would love to control a dragon. It turns out that powerful
enemies in other realms want a hatchling too. And they're willing to kill for it.
Ever since scruffy Sebastian Smith and Lady Thea Flamma were paired as Dragon Riders, their lives have been forever changed. The unlikely duo forged an unbreakable bond, but now with dark stirrings in the south their bond
will be put to the ultimate test. Seb discovers Lord Vincent has returned and he wants to unleash an ancient evil that will destroy the lives of everyone in the kingdom - The Darkening. In order to defend the realm
against unspeakable foes, Seb, Thea, and their shared dragon, Kalax, set out on an arduous journey to find the sacred Dragon Stones - before their dark power ends up in the wrong hands. But to conquer an old enemy, Thea
must find a way to overcome her own inner demons, and Seb has to muster the courage to become the brave leader his kingdom needs . . .
With a war between the Killiks and Chiss threatening to engulf the entire galaxy, Luke Skywalker makes a desperate attempt to prevent war by venturing deep into hostile territory to undermine the war-making capabilities
of all the combatants.
The Swarm War
Legacy of the Fallen
The Order of the White Boar
Books 1 & 2
The Eagles of Rome The Path Of Destiny

One Little lie won¿t hurt.When fifteen year old Shaeleen unexpectedly becomes a TruthSeer, every lie she hears or tells causes her immense physical pain. Just as she¿s learning to control
her new power and curb the pain, she learns a deadly truth that could thrust an entire continent into civil war. She must choose: reveal the truth and stop the pain ¿ or sacrifice her own
well-being to protect her kingdom.The five kingdoms of Wayland have been protected by five gemstones of power for 200 years: strength, intelligence, hearing, speed, and healing. But now
those stones are failing. With the help of her brother, Cole and a newfound friend, Orin, Shaeleen sets out to gather and restore the power of all the stones.But will she succeed before the
endless lies destroy her?
Cutting betrayal. Increasing powers. Complicated decisions. A wizard walks the land once again, but he struggles with how to use his power. Darius San Williams, now the first commander of
the King’s Elite Army struggles with his emerging powers. After winning his first battle against external foes, he must decide now to follow the King or to take matters in his own hands.
Back in Anikari, Christine wrestles with how to confront oppression against her people, while in Belor, Kelln must escape the clutches of an evil wizard and warn Darius. Mezar, the captured
Gildanian quietly watches everything closely and harbors a secret of his own. Each of their decisions will determine the fate and destiny of their friendship and their kingdom. For more
magic, wizards, betrayal, and sword & sorcery read book 2 in The Cremelino Prophecy, The Path of Decisions.
Evil is spreading across the Western Continent. One by one, kingdom, king, and wizard are falling under its influence. Book 3 in The Alaris Chronicles brings a stunning conclusion - full of
twists, turns, magic, and unanticipated events. Dragon King Bakari, Battlemaster Alli, and High Wizard Roland are now powerful leaders in their own right. Differing missions and
responsibilities have separated them; Bakari flies north to find the last Dragon Rider, Alli goes south to find the source of the evil, and Roland, leader of the Citadel, finds himself
stuck in the magic stream without his body. The Dragon King and his riders always emerge in times of great need - but will their powers be enough? Or will they succumb to the temptations of
evil? Each wizard and Rider will be tested - not all of them will pass.
Heidi's brother is 16 and Autistic. She always loved playing with him, but now things are changing. She's eleven and gets embarrassed by him and doesn't want her friends to know about him.
He's bullied by other teens, and when her friends find out, they bully her about him. She feels so angry. But she also needs to learn to understand her brother and to help other people come
to appreciate what makes him special.
Dragon Daughter
The Dragon Rider
Dragon Riders of Osnen Book 1
Beyond the Sapphire Gate
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